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RICHARD LESTER
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DISC 1
1 K24 A major 4.59
2 K141 D minor 4.15
3 K124 G major 4.36
4 K27 B minor 2.19
5 K511 D major 1.29
6 K513 D minor 3.49
7 K515 C major 3.31
8 K516 D minor 3.18
9 K517 D minor 3.17

10 K523 G major 2.31
11 K380 E major 3.20
12 K87 B minor 3.23
13 K125 G major 2.35
14 K432 G major 2.38
15 K429 A major * 3.32
16 K430 D major * 2.57
17 K441 B-flat major 1.59
18 K447 F-sharp minor 1.30

19 K314 G major 3.27
20 K370 E-flat major 2.16
21 K122 D major 2.51
22 K123 G major 3.25
23 K126 C minor 3.43
24 K134 E major 2.54
25 K251 C major 1.54
26 K137 D major 3.25
Total playing time 79.49
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DISC 2
1 K455 G major 1.56
2 K460 C major 3.16
3 K461 C major 4.12
4 K145 D major 4.35
5 K146 G major 2.40
6 K147 D major 3.56
7 K56 C minor 2.08
8 K9 D minor 1.56

9 K33 D major 1.59
10 K202 B-flat major 6.03
11 K434 D minor * 3.21
12 K260 G major 7.37
13 K206 E major 5.31
14 K415 D major * 3.18
15 K205 F major 4.31
16 K333 D major 2.43

17 K239 F minor 3.54
18 K520 G major 4.30
19 K490 D major 2.43
20 K491 D major 2.46
21 K492 D major 2.20
22 K57 B-flat major 3.20
Total playing time 79.15
* played on the fortepiano

RICHARD LESTER
Through his single recorded marathon of all the
Scarlatti Sonatas Richard Lester has now established
an international reputation as a virtuoso
harpsichordist. His piano teachers have included
Bernard Roberts - and on the harpsichord, George
Malcolm - who sponsored his London debut recital.
His many solo engagements have included
broadcasts for BBC radio and television, recitals at
the Royal Festival Hall Purcell Room, Wigmore
Hall, Bath International Festival, Bruges Festival,
many concerts abroad - and master classes at
Dartington Summer School.

It was at Dartington that he met the great
Spanish/American harpsichordist, FernandoValenti,
who ignited Lester’s enthusiasm and passion for
Scarlatti’s sonatas. He subsequently recorded an
album of Scarlatti sonatas which was hailed by all the
major recording magazines as ‘brilliant’. He has
written extensively for music magazines and
contributed two chapters on Scarlatti to a leading
Hungarian book on early music, Regi Zene.

His reputation as an organist is clearly celebrated
and includes numerous recitals at King’s College,
Cambridge, St Paul’s Cathedral, Coventry Cathedral
and many other cathedrals and churches in this
country and abroad. During a busy musical life
Richard Lester has also held positions as Head of
music at the Mall school in Twickenham, Oakley
Hall School in Cirencester - and as Master of the
Choristers at Cirencester Parish church.
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The increasing popularity of Scarlatti’s music is due
to a number of factors, but largely to his uncanny
knack of immediately grabbing the listener’s
attention with innovative ideas, captured within the
short framework of a ‘simple’ binary form sonata.
Selecting a series of sonatas that would form a
‘favourites’ CD really was the most extraordinarily
difficult task as there are very few in the five-
hundred and sixty or so opus that don’t actually live
up to expectations; there is always something novel
that has an instant appeal. It’s rather like reading a
good book that once begun, is difficult to leave. Just
when I had whittled my selection of sonatas down to
a mere three hundred, another becomes a strong
contender that you simply cannot omit; you can see
what I mean. It was at that point that I decided to
place my selection into different categories; dance
influences, vocal elements, imitations of other
instruments (guitar, castanets etc.,) and humour. Yes
humour! Listen to K515 and K441 and marvel at
their witticism.

I remember Fernando Valenti, the great Spanish-
American harpsichordist telling me that years ago
prior to a concert at Carnegie Hall, an elderly lady
came into his dressing room and said, “MrValenti, I
have been a great admirer of yours for many years
and have all your Scarlatti records. I wonder if you
would mind playing my favourite as an encore at the

end of the concert.” Valenti, always the gentleman,
replied that he would be delighted and inquired
which one it was. “Well,” said the lady, “I can’t quite
remember the number but I think it’s in D
major…or maybe F…although it could be E minor
come to think of it.” Valenti replied respectfully that
there were some five hundred and fifty or so sonatas
and quite a number were in those keys. “Well, I
could sing it for you” she said. “At that point”,
Valenti said, she launched into a prestissimo tirade of
nonsensical warbling that bore no relation to
anything except someone in excruciating pain. He
said, “We never did discover what the sonata was,
but I said that I would dedicate one at the end of the
concert especially for her.” Valenti dazzled his
audiences with sonatas such as K141 and K124 and
having recorded well over three hundred sonatas
was instrumental in bringing much of the music to
light.

My personal favourites were those performed by my
teacher, George Malcolm, whose encores included
K24, K33, K87 and K146.

Many will remember the Australian harpsichordist,
Valda Aveling, also known for her colourful
interpretations of Scarlatti sonatas. Often at
concerts she would entertain her audience by giving
an enthusiastic running commentary whilst playing,

seems a relatively simple idea often reveals magical
innovation. Listen to K260 as just one example of
how to develop and expand a simple idea; what
unfolds never ceases to amaze and is quite beyond
anyone’s imagination. K513 can also be singled out
as an exquisite Christmas pastorale where the
bagpipe drones of the zampognari feature in much
the same way that they are heard in the provinces of
southern Italy to this day.

The instruments used on these recordings are all
similar to those belonging to Scarlatti’s patroness,
Queen Maria Barbara:

1. My own copy, by Michael Cole, of the
Portuguese harpsichord by Jose Joachim
Antunes, housed in the Finchcocks collection of
musical instruments in Kent. It has two eight-foot
registers and a ‘harp’ stop. CD1 (1–11, 13, 14
and 17–26) and CD2 (1–10, 12, 13 and 16-22),

2. The fortepiano is a copy, by John Rawson, of the
1795 fortepiano byAntonWalter and is owned by
ElizabethWaterhouse. CD1 (15 & 16) and CD2
(11 & 14)

3. Stephen Wessell’s copy of a two-manual English
harpsichord, undated and unsigned, with 2 x 8’ +
4’ + harp. CD2 (13),

4. Andrew Garlic’s copy of a Ruckers single-manual
harpsichord with 8’ + 4’ + harp belonging to
JohnWilson. CD1 (12).

The sonatas were for the most part recorded at
Wistaria Lodge in Cirencester, Gloucester, England
between 2000 and 2005 by Raymond Fenton,
Atkyns Sound, and whilst every effort was made to
retain a consistent sound, variations do occur.

© 2008 RICHARD LESTER
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telling them to listen out for certain effects. “Here
it comes” she would say; then when it had passed she
would add in her broad accent “Wasn’t that just
wonderful?” I suppose one could describe her as the
Dame Edna Everage of the harpsichord world. Two
of her favourites were K202 and the pre-flamenco
Spanishisms of K239.

Although I do not rememberWanda Landowska she
was one of the great pioneers of harpsichord playing
who brought Scarlatti’s music ‘out of the closet’; she
too had her preferred sonatas. K447 and the
procession-like K380, known as the ‘Cortège’, were
both at the forefront of her concert programmes.
Many of her recordings were made in France during
the SecondWorldWar and in K490 anti-aircraft fire
is clearly audible in the background. But like a true
professional she continued completely
unperturbed. I have included the famous triptych of
K490 (fortunately recorded in peace-time), K491
and K492 in the collection as they are amongst the
more frequently performed sonatas and
interestingly form a pseudo- montage of the Holy
Week celebrations and April fair in Seville. K490 is
reminiscent of a religious procession so familiar in
Catholic countries around Easter time. Melismatic
passages that hint at the saeta, (a song usually sung
from a balcony) and directed at the life size figures
of Christ and the Madonna that adorn the candlelit

floats, punctuate the processions on their journey
through the narrow streets to the Cathedral. K491
and K492 (referred to later) respectively represent
the joyous dances that follow a few weeks later in
the Feria.

Many of Scarlatti’s ideas look forward to the galant
style: the transitional period between the Baroque
and Classical eras where the wind of change was
sweeping Europe. The sonatas K27, K87, K314 and
K147 are very much in this vein. Much of the music
during the galant period is perhaps lacking in depth,
but at its best it is polished, polite and extremely
elegant. Scarlatti was a forward looking musical
giant and came up with ideas that were far in
advance of his time. K251 is a sonata with a
glimmer of a sketch that could well have been
penned by Chopin: sonorities hinted at in the first
half are wittily explored in the second with its waltz
implications. In the closing of each section of K57
the illusion to a StraussWaltz forms an unexpected
conclusion.

But what do we know of the man himself?
Domenico Scarlatti was born in Naples in 1685 and
was taught music by his father Alessandro (1659-
1725) and later by Bernardo Pasquini (1637-1710)
himself a noted keyboard virtuoso. Domenico
found initial modest fame in Italy as a composer of

church and theatre music. It wasn’t until around
1720 that, with the help of his illustrious father, he
secured a post at the Portuguese court in Lisbon as
music master to Princess Maria Barbara, daughter of
Joao V and her younger brother Don Antonio.
Following her marriage in 1729 to Fernando, son of
FelipeV, Domenico accompanied her first to Seville
in 1729, and then to Madrid. He was to remain in
her service for the rest of his life.

In Spain he became familiar with the dances and
vocal music that were, and still are, an integral part
of Spanish culture; Scarlatti often brings elements of
the dance (fandango, bulerias and seguidillas) into his
sonatas where heel stamping, hand clapping and
castanet effects are clearly audible. The heel stamps
of the dancers are stressed in K491 with clattering
castanets clearly discernable in K492. It is of course
only natural that he would draw inspiration from
this medium, but unusual perhaps that he was able
(as a foreigner) to capture the very heart and
essence of the genre in such a dramatic and
convincing way. As pointed out earlier, several of
the sonatas on these two CDs reflect the vocal
elements of what was to become, cante jondo (the
deep gypsy song of Andalusia) and other pre-
flamenco elements. Dance features are prominent
on CD1 in K24; 124; 125; 511; 515; 523; 432; 441;
447; 122; 137 and on CD2 in K455; 460; 461; 56;

202; 205; 239; 520; 491; 492 and 57 along with
occasional vocal elements. Strictly vocal elements
that at times lean towards cante jondo are to be found
in K126, K516 and K206. Characteristics of the
guitar are also felt in many sonatas with gently
strummed (rasgueado) and tremolo effects, K27,
K145, K314 and the more aggressive variety heard
in K141 and K455.

From the middle of the eighteenth century the
piano became increasingly popular and valued for its
express abilities in piano and forte, plus subtleties of
crescendo and diminuendo of which the harpsichord
was comparatively incapable. I have included four
sonatas recorded on a copy of a fortepiano of
Mozart’s time (K429; 430; 434; 415) since I feel
that they lend themselves to the expressiveness of
the instrument. It is a great shame that there are no
surviving instruments from Scarlatti’s time (at least
not any in playing order). Queen Maria Barbara’s
pianos would probably have sounded similar to the
one heard here.

I am sure that I have omitted sonatas that are your
favourites but trust that any disappointment may be
compensated for by discovering unfamiliar sonatas
which may in turn become favourites. I also hope
that you will become increasingly aware, as you
listen to the lesser-known sonatas, that what initially




